Introduction {#section1-2333721419896884}
============

Due to the growing aging population within the United States, there is considerable interest in identifying behavioral interventions that can enhance physical functioning and/or mitigate cognitive decline. Declining cognitive health is a primary component of the expected 25% growth in health care costs associated with the aging crisis in the United States ([@bibr14-2333721419896884]). Notably, impairments of executive function are of particular concern in older adults, as these changes may be early indicators of neurological pathology ([@bibr7-2333721419896884]; [@bibr43-2333721419896884]). Approaches to mitigate these declines over the past 20 years have largely been focused (at least monetarily) on pharmacological interventions, which have not yielded proportional returns for subsequent improvement in cognitive capacity ([@bibr23-2333721419896884]; [@bibr45-2333721419896884]). Behavioral interventions to improve aging-related cognitive declines offer significant potential as inexpensive and highly accessible programs of activity in older adults of varying physical capacity. Physical activity and cognitive training programs are being tested with increasing frequency to attempt to improve executive functions long associated with declines in older adults. However, often times these interventions are often considered in isolation of one another instead of as complementary to each other. The present research attempts to test the combination of interventions involving physical activity and brain training in comparison to the effects of these interventions individually over a 12-week program.

Over the last few years, considerable research has demonstrated that aerobic exercise can improve cognitive performance in older adults in an array of age-susceptible frontally mediated cognitive-executive functions. In our own work, we have shown that introducing an aerobic exercise regimen in previously sedentary older adults improves semantic fluency over a period of 12 weeks ([@bibr40-2333721419896884], [@bibr39-2333721419896884]). In addition, we have shown that these behavioral changes are associated with changes in patterns of cortical activity during functional neuroimaging ([@bibr33-2333721419896884]; [@bibr39-2333721419896884]). Despite the growing evidence that participating in structured physical activity can mitigate negative health-related outcomes, American adults continue to exhibit low engagement in regular physical exercise ([@bibr10-2333721419896884]; [@bibr29-2333721419896884]). This is most evident in the older population, which is the most sedentary age group and the age group most prone to frailty and poor health outcomes ([@bibr6-2333721419896884]; [@bibr35-2333721419896884]). Furthermore, prolonged sedentary behavior is especially high among older adults living with cognitive dysfunction (i.e., memory loss or dementia), exacerbating the rate of adverse health outcomes in this population ([@bibr17-2333721419896884]; [@bibr46-2333721419896884]). Therefore, identifying complementary approaches and/or alternative approaches to exercise to improve physical function and maintain cognitive abilities is of growing interest.

One activity that has been increasingly promoted as having positive effects on cognitive outcomes is the use of cognitive training ("brain training") programs. Independent, computer-based cognitive training targeting incipient cognitive impairment is becoming increasingly available and marketed, particularly using mobile device "App" presentation formats ([@bibr48-2333721419896884]). The rapid growth of brain training applications provides increased accessibility to this approach, though the clinical significance of brain training remains a topic of debate. In cases of mild cognitive impairment (MCI), the combination of aerobic exercise with cognitive training has been shown to improve specific forms of memory ([@bibr13-2333721419896884]). In healthy older adults, experimental evaluations of cognitive training platforms have shown that cognitive training can improve older adults' performances on specific aspects of executive function ([@bibr48-2333721419896884]). However, the functional, "real-world" benefit is not without controversy, as gains are typically noted in areas closely related to the specific training protocols ([@bibr44-2333721419896884]). A recent Cochrane review has reported little to no improvement in any cognitive performance across eight randomized controlled trials involving more than 1,100 reportedly healthy adults more than the age of 65 years ([@bibr20-2333721419896884]). However, additional work is warranted to test if cognitive training can augment improvements in executive function associated with lifestyle interventions such as increased physical activity ([@bibr12-2333721419896884]; [@bibr34-2333721419896884]; [@bibr40-2333721419896884], [@bibr39-2333721419896884]; [@bibr54-2333721419896884]).

The combination of aerobic exercise with concomitant cognitive training is currently not well studied and reviews offer conflicting reports. For example, [@bibr25-2333721419896884] reported cognitive training as having a larger effect size than aerobic exercise with respect to improvements in executive function ([@bibr25-2333721419896884]). These results, however, are challenged by more recent work in the Aerobic and Cognitive Exercise Study (ACES), which found a stronger effect for physical exertion on measures of executive function than that of cognitive training ([@bibr3-2333721419896884]). As such, more work is needed to assess the specific cognitive domains that may be differentially sensitive to combined aerobic and cognitive interventions, as well as modifications of existing cognitive training regimens that could potentially improve outcomes (i.e., group training, training duration). In the current study, we contrast cognitive training without aerobic exercise to cognitive training with aerobic exercise to test whether a computerized brain training regimen would improve measures of executive function. We compare these data with an aerobic exercise control group that did not receive cognitive training.

In the present study, we randomized older participants into a cognitive training + physical exercise regimen (*n* = 13) versus a cognitive training (*n* = 12) alone programs. We compared these groups with another group of older participants (*n* = 12) that enrolled in an aerobic exercise intervention alone without a cognitive training component. We hypothesized that cognitive training would improve executive functions and specifically verbal fluency. Given our previous work showing selective improvements in executive function with aerobic exercise, we hypothesized that the addition of cognitive training would further enhance executive function in consideration of previous reports of improvements in executive function using this technology ([@bibr8-2333721419896884]; [@bibr9-2333721419896884]; [@bibr16-2333721419896884]; [@bibr32-2333721419896884]).

Materials and Methods {#section2-2333721419896884}
=====================

Participants {#section3-2333721419896884}
------------

In this 12-week randomized controlled trial, 37 participants were randomized using a computerized algorithm ([@bibr49-2333721419896884]) prior to study enrollment into either an aerobic exercise plus cognitive training group (AE+Cog) or a nonaerobic exercise (stretching and balance) plus cognitive training control group (Cog) to equalize contact and monitoring. Due to participant attrition over the 12 weeks (three in AE+Cog, four in Cog), data from 25 completers of the interventions are presented in this report. An additional 12 participants enrolled in a separate study involving only aerobic exercise. These participants underwent the same aerobic training regimen in the same environment (structurally and socially) as the AE+Cog and Cog, but did not receive any cognitive training (this group will be referred to as the aerobic exercise group \[AE\]). Participants in the AE group were randomized to that group as compared with an alternative exercise condition beyond the scope of this report (attrition for these groups were as follows: AE = 3, alternative intervention = 3). Recruitment procedures were similar across studies. Project personnel explained the purpose and potential risks of the studies and completed the informed consent process with each participant. This consent process abides by protocols approved by XXX University's Institutional Review Board (IRB) in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration.

Participants were recruited from a volunteer database that included individuals aged 60 years and above. To meet inclusion criteria, participants had to be between the age range of 60 and 89 years, report being sedentary (defined as not engaging in structured physical activity and/or not accumulating 20 min or more of moderate physical activity during the week), have no history of major neurological disease, including Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, and multiple sclerosis or stroke, report being a native English speaker. All participants were required to obtain physician's written approval to participate in the study regardless of group assignment. Exclusion criteria included failure to provide informed consent, hospitalization within the past 6 months, and significant cognitive-executive impairment, which is defined as a score on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) of \<24. If the MoCA score was below 24, but above 19, a second cognitive screen, the American National Adult Reading Test (ANART) was administered with more than 15 errors as an exclusion value ([@bibr21-2333721419896884]).

Interventions {#section4-2333721419896884}
-------------

### Aerobic exercise and cognitive training (AE+Cog) {#section5-2333721419896884}

For this arm of intervention, randomized participants (*n* = 13) attended both exercise training sessions and cognitive training sessions demonstrated to facilitate physiological changes. The aerobic training protocols were developed to follow the guidelines provided by the American College of Sports Medicine for optimizing cardiovascular fitness ([@bibr1-2333721419896884]). Participants in the aerobic exercise group completed 36 sessions over 12 weeks on stationary exercise bicycles. Group exercises were led by a trained instructor who monitored and modified training sessions to ensure that the intensity of exercise fell within the parameters of the study ([@bibr40-2333721419896884], [@bibr39-2333721419896884]). Sessions started at 20-min duration and increased by 1 to 2 min each session as needed until a maximum length of 45 min was achieved. Exercise intensity began at low levels (50% of maximal heart rate reserve \[HRR\]) and increased by 5% every week (if the instructor deemed it appropriate) to a maximum of 75% maximal HRR.

Maximal HRR was determined using the Karvonen method ([@bibr26-2333721419896884]) and is widely used in clinical trials. Target exercise HR is calculated by subtracting the participant's age from 220. Resting heart rate is then subtracted from this number. The result is then multiplied by the target percent (50%--75%) and the product is added back to resting heart rate to provide the target exercise session heart rate.

The cognitive training component for this group immediately followed the cool down activity (light stretching) of the aerobic intervention. The commercially available Mindfit program was utilized for the cognitive training. The Mindfit was selected based on its mainstream usage and its demonstrated effectiveness and adherence (\>90%) in previous studies ([@bibr50-2333721419896884]). Each training session included a mixture of 21 visual, auditory, and cross-modality tasks aimed at executive functions as well as other cognitive processes. Each training session lasted approximately 20 min and progressed on three levels of difficulty as specified by the manufacturer: easy, moderate, and hard. Based on performance throughout the intervention, these levels were titrated to the participant's progress. The algorithm for this titration was proprietary and was not disclosed to investigators.

### Cognitive training control group (Cog) {#section6-2333721419896884}

For this intervention group, 12 randomized participants followed the same guidelines as the cognitive component of the AE+Cog group but did not partake in aerobic exercise. However, to equalize contact/monitoring of the groups, this group met for the same total duration time as the AE+Cog group, but instead of aerobic exercise before the cognitive training, this group participated in individual, progressive whole-body stretching and toning exercises designed for individuals 65 years and above. "Stretching" control groups have been utilized in previous studies examining cognition and aerobic exercise and have not been shown to result in improvements in cognitive function ([@bibr12-2333721419896884]; [@bibr19-2333721419896884]; [@bibr24-2333721419896884]; [@bibr51-2333721419896884]; [@bibr52-2333721419896884]).

### Aerobic exercise (AE) {#section7-2333721419896884}

The aerobic exercise alone (AE) group (*n* = 12) completed the same exercise intervention using the same inclusion and progression parameters as denoted for the AE in the AE+Cog group. This group was enrolled in a separate study, but whose exercise regimen and class schedule were completed alongside the 25 participants denoted above. The Research Center in which the groups performed the intervention has an exercise core with standardized interventions and exercise staff that are involved in multiple interventions. The AE group belonged to a study that used similar outcome measures. However, due to a different research focus for the study, some assessments completed for the Cog and AE+Cog groups were not completed in the AE alone group. These are denoted as appropriate.

Assessments {#section8-2333721419896884}
-----------

All participants were evaluated prior to beginning the interventions and again at the conclusion of the study. All assessments were done no more than 5 days before the start of or 5 days after the conclusion of the 12-week intervention period.

Physical Assessments {#section9-2333721419896884}
--------------------

Physical measures of function include gait speed (single- and dual-task) as measured by a GaitRITE mat (GaitRite, Franklin, NJ), the Timed Up and Go (TUG) test ([@bibr42-2333721419896884]), and the Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB; [@bibr22-2333721419896884]).

### Gait speed {#section10-2333721419896884}

Participants walked on the 6.10-m GaitRite for four trials: two single-task walking only trials and two dual-task walking while talking trials following a practice trial. The order of the walks was randomized. For the dual-task trials participants were asked to recite alternating letters of the alphabet. The primary outcome for each walk was gait speed for each of the two walks of both the single and dual-task trials. Of note, gait speed was only performed in the AE group using a 4-m walk time instead of the GaitRite. Dual-task measures were not assessed in this group.

### TUG test {#section11-2333721419896884}

The TUG test was administered using a standard armless chair with a seat height of 46 cm. Participants were asked to rise from a seated position and ambulate around a cone placed 3 m in front of the chair's location and return to a seated position in the chair. Time to complete in seconds is the outcome measure. Three trials were averaged for each session.

### SPPB {#section12-2333721419896884}

The SPPB is based on a timed short distance walk (4 m), repeated chair stands, and tests of balance. The primary outcome was the total score (out of 12). This assessment is often used to characterize fall risk in older adults.

### Estimated VO~2~ {#section13-2333721419896884}

To evaluate change in cardiovas-cular fitness following the interventions, participants performed a submaximal exercise test on a cycle ergometer test (YMCA) before and after the intervention. The test was controlled via computer with a Monark 928 electronically braked cycle ergometer (Monark, Sweden). VO~2~ in mL/kg/min was the primary outcome for the analysis.

Cognitive Assessments {#section14-2333721419896884}
---------------------

The cognitive test battery consisted of components of the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (D-KEFS; [@bibr15-2333721419896884]), computerized n-back, and digit span forwards/backwards. These outcomes were chosen to isolate specific components of executive function and working memory that have previously been shown to decline with age ([@bibr30-2333721419896884]; [@bibr37-2333721419896884]; [@bibr40-2333721419896884]; [@bibr53-2333721419896884]; [@bibr55-2333721419896884]). In addition, these aspects of cognition have been demonstrated to improve in older adults following a physical activity intervention designed to enhance aerobic fitness ([@bibr5-2333721419896884]; [@bibr12-2333721419896884]; [@bibr19-2333721419896884]; [@bibr31-2333721419896884]; [@bibr40-2333721419896884]; [@bibr50-2333721419896884]). Each of the tasks below had a practice session to allow the participant to acclimate and understand the directions. Alternate forms/version from pre to post were utilized to limit practice effects.

D-KEFS Tests {#section15-2333721419896884}
------------

### Trail making test {#section16-2333721419896884}

The trail making test assesses flexibility of thinking using a visual sequence tracking task. Participants are timed as they connect numbers and letters in ordered sequences. Outcome measure is time to complete for each section.

### Verbal fluency {#section17-2333721419896884}

Comprising subcomponents, the verbal fluency assessment tests letter fluency (recall as many words beginning with a specific letter) and semantic fluency (recall as many members of a category as possible). The participant had 60 s to generate as many items as possible. Verbal fluency is susceptible to age related decline and generally considered a measure of a verbal component of executive function ([@bibr47-2333721419896884]).

### Color word interference {#section18-2333721419896884}

Also known as the Stroop paradigm, this test is a commonly used executive function task which requires participants to inhibit a dominant response or switch from inhibition of the response to an automatic response. Scores reflect a combination of errors and time to complete each section of the examination (Color = C, Word = W, Color-Word = CW). Score is total time plus + (total time/100) × uncorrected errors in the CW task.

Additional Working Memory Assessments {#section19-2333721419896884}
-------------------------------------

### N-back task {#section20-2333721419896884}

The n-back task is a continuous performance working memory task ([@bibr27-2333721419896884]). Both accuracy and latency of response were recorded. The n-back task employed four load factors (0-back to 2-back). Letters were presented in serial order asking the participant to denote YES (Keypad Button 1) if the digit was the target or NO (Keypad Button 2) if not target. The test was progressive (starting at 0-back) and adaptive ceasing if the participant performed below 50% accuracy on a given load factor. Of note, the AE group did not complete the n-back task.

### Digit span forward/backward {#section21-2333721419896884}

Participants are asked to recall increasingly long strings of digits in order (forward) or reverse order (backward) of presentation. Digits are presented verbally to the participant at a rate of 1/s. Two exemplars of a given digit depth (e.g., −23,517 and 38,294) are presented and the test continues to the next digit depth if the participant correctly recalls at least one of the exemplars. The maximum digit span for this test was 14 digits. Outcome measure is total digit span depth prior to failure to complete two exemplars of the same depth.

Statistical Analysis {#section22-2333721419896884}
--------------------

We completed a split-plot analysis of variance (ANOVA) testing differences between pre- and postsessions among groups. For this analysis, we employed a random effects maximum likelihood design with participants held as a random effect. We controlled for violations of sphericity using a Greenhouse--Geisser correction for within-participants variance.

In addition, we tested change scores (post--pre measures) to evaluate group differences in behavioral measures due to treatment condition: the aerobic training alone, aerobic condition + cognitive (AE+Cog) training or the cognitive training alone (Cog). An ANOVA (*df* = \[2, 35\]) was completed across the three groups on test of each change score to evaluate overall difference between pre--post across groups. For pairwise group comparisons, a between groups *t* test (single factor ANOVA) was used to test for group differences. In addition, we correlated change in physical function (estimated VO~2~) with changes in cognitive measurements. Due to the influence of outliers in change score, we performed a Dixon *Q* test to denote if outliers were significant. If this were the case, we then performed a secondary Fisher's exact test between groups setting the binary values of performance improvement or decrement after the intervention. We set the significance level at .05 with a Bonferroni correction for family-wise error. The software JMP13 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) was used for all statistical analyses.

Results {#section23-2333721419896884}
=======

[Table 1](#table1-2333721419896884){ref-type="table"} shows demographic data of participants prior to interventions. No significant differences were shown between the AE+Cog and the cognitive training alone groups. There were significant differences respective of the SPPB in the AE alone group at baseline with AE alone participants having lower risk of mobility impairment. Ethnicity of participants was also denoted. The study groups included both African Americans (AA) and Caucasians (Cau) with a roughly equivalent representation between groups. These were AE+Cog (4 AA, 9 Cau), Cog (4 AA, 8 Cau), and AE (6 AA, 6 Cau).

###### 

Overall Participant Demographics at Study Enrollment.

![](10.1177_2333721419896884-table1)

  Participant Variable                                                       AE+Cog           Cog              AE
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  Age                                                                        72.1 (1.6)       73 (1.7)         69.5 (1.6)
  *N*/Gender                                                                 13/9 female      12/9 female      12/8 female
  Education                                                                  15.1 (0.9)       16.3 (0.9)       14.5 (0.7)
  BMI                                                                        29.4 (3.3)       26.7 (2.7)       27.4 (3.1)
  e VO~2~max                                                                 19.2 (2.6)       20.2 (2.4)       20.5 (2.5)
  MoCA                                                                       27.9 (0.54)      27.5 (0.52)      26.8 (0.75)
  **SPPB**                                                                   **9.1 (0.45)**   **8.9 (0.46)**   **11.3 (0.2)**
  Gait speed^[a](#table-fn2-2333721419896884){ref-type="table-fn"}^ (cm/s)   100.7 (4.7)      104 (5.1)        106 (5.2)
  TUG (s)                                                                    11.7 (0.75)      10.7 (0.78)      10.2 (0.61)

*Note*. Cell values denote group means. Parentheses indicate standard error within cell. Bracket indicates range. No significant differences between groups except for SPPB, where AE alone had higher scores as compared with both AE+Cog and Cog. AE = aerobic exercise; BMI: body mass index; e VO~2~max = estimate of VO~2~max in mL/min/kg; MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment; SPPB = Short Physical Performance Battery; TUG = Timed Up and Go test.

Gait speed was measured over 6.71 m for AE+Cog and Cog groups, but measured over 4 m for AE group.

Pre--Post Analysis {#section24-2333721419896884}
------------------

Assessment scores pre and post are summarized in [Table 2](#table2-2333721419896884){ref-type="table"}. These include both pre- and postexercise and cognitive measures. Within group changes (pre--post) are denoted by bold type. Stylized font denotes differences between groups at post as denoted in the table footer. Significant differences existed between groups at pre for SPPB (due to inclusion criteria differences).

###### 

Pre/Postintervention Scores on Assessments.

![](10.1177_2333721419896884-table2)

                      AE+Cog           Cog                AE                                               
  ------------------- ---------------- ------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------------- ---------------------
  VO~2~ (mL/min/kg)   **19.2 (3.1)**   ***23.6 (2.9)***   20.25 (3.3)     19.7 (3.9)      **20.3 (2.0)**   *[24.1 (2.2)]{.ul}*
  SPPB                9 (1.47)         10 (1.26)          8.9 (1.78)      9.3 (1.67)      11.2 (0.2)       11.3 (0.2)
  Single gait         100.7 (6.1)      100.1 (7.9)        104.1 (5.1)     101.1 (7.2)     110 (2.7)        111 (2.8)
  Dual gait           82.2 (6.5)       85.2 (6.3)         80.1 (8.2)      81.5 (8.1)      ---              ---
  Letter fluency      **37.3 (5.6)**   ***41.6 (7.9)***   39.6 (7.7)      *37.7 (3.1)*    **38.6 (4.2)**   *[41.6 (3.9)]{.ul}*
  Sem. fluency        **12.6 (2.5)**   ***15.6 (2.1)***   13.3 (3.1)      *11.5 (2.1)*    **12.9 (2.5)**   *[15.7 (2.4)]{.ul}*
  N-back acc.         **80.2 (9.1)**   **90.7 (4.4)**     88.7 (2.9)      85.5 (3.2)      ---              ---
  N-back speed        961 (9.4)        987 (9.6)          977 (8.4)       906 (8.8)       ---              ---
  Stroop              265.4 (8.4)      259.4 (8.9)        278.5 (6.5)     266 (5.8)       270 (6.2)        274 (7.9)
  Trails A            38 (2.3)         38.5 (4.6)         36.8 (3.1)      36.1 (1.5)      40.1 (3.5)       39.2 (3.1)
  Trails B            79.3 (6.0)       75.8 (7.2)         73.6 (4.1)      76.5 (8.1)      76.9 (4.3)       76.1 (5.2)
  Digit forward       5.2 (1.5)        5.2 (1.2)          5.2 (2.3)       5.2 (1.8)       4.8 (2.4)        5.0 (3.2)
  Digit back          6.1 (1.5)        6.7 (1.8)          **5.2 (1.8)**   **7.1 (1.5)**   6.2 (3.1)        6.5 (2.6)

*Note*. Units are denoted as appropriate. Parentheses denote standard error of the mean. Units provided as appropriate. Bold indicates within-participants (WITHIN GROUP) difference comparing pre--post at *p* \< .05. --- denotes test was not completed in this group. Italics denotes differences at post between AE+Cog and Cog. Underline denotes differences at post between AE only and Cog. AE = aerobic exercise; VO~2~ = estimated VO~2~max; SPPB = Short Physical Performance Battery; Single gait = gait speed; Dual gait = gait speed during dual task; Letter fluency and semantic fluency portion of D-KEFS verbal fluency.

Change Score Comparisons {#section25-2333721419896884}
------------------------

All subsequent analyses were performed on change scores measuring post--pre. We have added comparisons of the AE alone group as a control.

### VO~2~ change {#section26-2333721419896884}

Changes scores in estimates of VO~2~ significantly differed between AE+Cog and Cog groups *t*(24) = 3.17, *p* \< .01. On average, the AE+Cog group improved by 4.4 mL/min/kg as compared with .91 mL/min/kg in the Cog group. Significant outliers were reported in the VO~2~ change data for both groups. A Fisher's exact test confirmed that members of the AE+Cog showed increased VO~2~ capacity after the intervention as compared with Cog only: *p* \< .001, Fisher's exact test. In addition, the AE group had improved VO~2~ change as compared with Cog, *t*(23) = 2.9, *p* \< .01. No difference in VO~2~ change was shown between AE and AE+Cog, *t*(24) = 1.25, n.s.

### Gait speed {#section27-2333721419896884}

We found no differences in change scores between groups after the interventions, *F*(2, 35) = 1.5, n.s., in gait speed. In comparisons between AE+Cog and Cog, no differences were shown for the single-task gait speed change, *t*(24) = 0.20, n.s., and dual-task gait speed change, *t*(24) = 0.27, n.s. No significant outliers were reported. Of note, gait speed assessments in AE were done over 4 m, and dual-task gait was not attempted in this group.

### TUG {#section28-2333721419896884}

Change scores on the TUG test did not show group differences after the interventions: *t*(24) = 0.26, n.s. Significant outliers were shown across samples. The Fisher's exact test comparing increased or decreased speed post intervention showed that the AE+Cog group improved on TUG as compared with the Cog intervention: *p* \< .03, Fisher's exact test. Cog only group showed worse performance on TUG in postsession compared with pre. In addition, no differences were shown in change scores between the AE and other groups.

### N-back tasks {#section29-2333721419896884}

Accuracy but not speed improved in the AE+Cog group in n-back testing. The AE+Cog group performed significantly more accurately post intervention than the Cog group: *t*(24) = 2.19, *p* \< .05. As stated previously, the n-back was not attempted in the AE only group.

### Digit span {#section30-2333721419896884}

We found significant differences between groups in backwards digit span. The AE+Cog group performed significantly better when comparing change scores on digit span backwards: *t*(24) = 2.55, *p* \< .05. Due to outliers, we performed a Fisher's exact test on digits span forwards. We found the Cog intervention to have improved performance on forwards digit span as compared with both the AE+Cog and the AE alone: *p* \< .03, *p* \< .05, Fisher's exact test. The maximum digit span in the samples was 14 for the forward and 7 for the backward. The AE alone group did not differ from the AE+Cog group.

### Letter fluency {#section31-2333721419896884}

We found significant differences in change scores in letter fluency between groups. AE+Cog had larger improvements in letter fluency as compared with the Cog intervention: *t*(24) = 2.7, *p* \< .02. In addition, the AE only group showed improvements in letter fluency similar to the magnitude in the AE+Cog group. These were significantly greater than the Cog intervention: *t*(23) = 2.9, *p* \< .01.

### Semantic fluency {#section32-2333721419896884}

Semantic fluency showed improvement in AE+Cog. These were significantly higher than the Cog intervention: *t*(24) = 2.7, *p* \< .01. Significant outliers necessitated a contingency analysis both within and between groups. The contingency analysis within-groups is a binomial test where the expected *p* value is set to .5. We found the Cog group showed consistent decreases in change score indicating worse performance after the intervention: *p* \< .01, Fisher's exact test. This is contrasted to improvements in the AE+Cog group as compared with the Cog intervention: *p* \< .01, Fisher's exact test. As outliers were confined to AE+Cog group, we completed a standard *t* test between AE alone and Cog condition on change score. This test showed significant differences between groups: *t*(23) = 2.8, *p* \< .01.

### Color word interference {#section33-2333721419896884}

We did not find any significant differences in the Stroop paradigm after the interventions.

### Trails making test {#section34-2333721419896884}

No differences were shown in completion time after the interventions of Trails A or B.

Discussion {#section35-2333721419896884}
==========

This study examined whether cognitive training would improve executive function across a battery of neuropsychological tests, and whether those findings could be potentiated in a group undergoing cognitive training plus aerobic exercise over 12-week interventions. We hypothesized that cognitive training alone would improve performance on executive function and that the impact would in fact be enhanced with the addition of aerobic exercise. Our results did not demonstrate a significant benefit of cognitive training in isolation. However, as we have shown in previous work ([@bibr40-2333721419896884]), an aerobic exercise intervention demonstrated improved cardiovascular fitness, improved TUG time, and improved performance in verbal executive function. In aggregate, these results are in support of the literature suggesting that executive functions in aging are susceptible to improvements via aerobic exercise.

The unsupported hypothesis of improved performance via cognitive training alone was suggested based on a body of research supporting various cognitive training paradigms that have demonstrated large and durable effects on cognitive functioning in older adults ([@bibr4-2333721419896884]; [@bibr48-2333721419896884]). In addition, the study by Ball et al. demonstrated cognitive interventions targeting memory, reasoning, and speed of processing were effective to the magnitude equivalent to the amount of decline expected in older persons without dementia over a 7- to 14-year interval. However, despite some promising results, cognitive training paradigms and related studies are more often mixed with the effectiveness of relatively short-term cognitive training described as "limited." For example, Owen and colleagues examined cognitive training tasks designed to improve reasoning, memory, planning, visuospatial skills, and attention in more than 11,000 participants. The researchers found improvements in each of the cognitive tasks trained; however, "no evidence was found for transfer effects to untrained, 'real-world?' tasks, even when the tasks were cognitively closely related" ([@bibr41-2333721419896884]). Findings from the present study are limited with respect to the scope of the test battery administered, but though the cognitive training program included a verbal flexibility component, this did not appear to impact verbal fluency outcomes as measured in the current work. However, the dosing of the present study was limited to 12 weeks, and this may simply not be long enough to show effect on our rather small study cohort. Additional work with longer cognitive training interventions may provide more promising outcomes.

That the aerobic exercise with cognitive training group in addition to the aerobic exercise only group improved executive function and, more specifically, semantic verbal fluency is in line with our previous work documenting enhanced verbal fluency following a 12-week spin intervention ([@bibr40-2333721419896884], [@bibr39-2333721419896884]). Importantly, based on the finding of limited impact of cognitive training alone, we believe the documented effects were due mostly to the aerobic exercise component. Our group has previously shown spin exercise in isolation resulted in a 15% improvement in semantic verbal fluency compared with a 2% improvement for the control group in a cohort of sedentary older adults. In the current study, we saw an improvement of 18% in semantic verbal fluency and a letter fluency improvement of 10%. Taken together, these studies support the selective improvement hypothesis which suggests that tasks supported by the frontal and prefrontal regions of the brain are selectively improved by aerobic exercise ([@bibr28-2333721419896884]). Furthermore, the hypothesis suggests improvements are relegated to areas most impacted by "normal" cognitive aging. That is, in aging, cognitively normal older adults demonstrate faster and earlier decline in executive functions, and importantly, that cognitive decline in these domains may be able to be reversed, or slowed, with exercise therapy. In the context of our findings, this suggests that verbal fluency may demonstrate the greatest age-related decline and may be most malleable to improvements brought on by an aerobic intervention ([@bibr2-2333721419896884]; [@bibr11-2333721419896884]; [@bibr38-2333721419896884]). More broadly, our results further add to the current body of literature, which suggests improvements of various executive functions among healthy older adults who undergo aerobic exercise training.

Evidence from animal models and early human work has demonstrated several possible mechanisms that may underlie the ameliorative effects of aerobic exercise on cognitive function in aging. Both the animal model and human studies of brain morphology have suggested that aerobic activity positively influences cortical structure with the greatest neuroprotective effects localized to the frontal and prefrontal areas of the human brain ([@bibr12-2333721419896884]; [@bibr18-2333721419896884]; [@bibr28-2333721419896884]). More specifically, research has shown that older adults who participated in 6 months of aerobic training significantly increased brain volume in both gray and white matter with no such change being demonstrated in older adults who participated in stretching or toning (nonaerobic) exercise. These findings are especially meaningful because frontal areas typically demonstrate the greatest age-related decline ([@bibr12-2333721419896884]). The documented enhancement in frontal integrity is supportive of the previously described behavioral research demonstrating that aerobic fitness has the greatest impact on frontally mediated executive functions.

Neuroimaging studies show that aerobically trained individuals have increased functioning of key aspects of the attentional circuitry during cognitive tasks. In line with this, and to better understand the behavioral findings via aerobic exercise, our group recently examined changes in cortical activation patterns following an aerobic (spin) intervention. It is important to note that older adults, in comparison with younger adults, typically exhibit greater bilateral hemispheric BOLD activation patterns across the inferior frontal cortex while performing an fMRI verbal fluency paradigm. Critically, this increased bilateral activity has been repeatedly documented to be associated with worse performance on the verbal fluency task when compared with younger individuals who evidenced more left lateralized ([@bibr36-2333721419896884]; [@bibr39-2333721419896884]). In this previous exercise study, and in support of the current findings, when comparing right lateral frontal activity and verbal fluency performance across all participants pre-exercise, there was a strong negative correlation between positive BOLD activity in the right hemisphere and exemplar output. That is, the more likely the individuals were to recruit right inferior frontal gyrus during verbal fluency tasks, the worse their verbal output was. Interestingly, the spin group exhibited less BOLD activity following the spin intervention in right frontal regions while simultaneously demonstrating improvement in verbal fluency output. The findings suggest that an aerobic spin intervention might facilitate a more efficient recruitment array during verbal fluency task and support the current study's findings of improved verbal fluency following aerobic exercise.

However, there are limitations in the present study. The relatively low number of participants makes extrapolation of the current findings toward the general population somewhat challenging. It may be that cognitive training alone could show benefits in verbal fluency or other executive functions with a higher participant inclusion. Future work would be improved by increasing the number of participants assessed over the intervention. Another limitation of the study relates to the use of an aerobic only control condition. As this component was from a separate study, the total contact time with study personnel was lower in the aerobic only group. Despite this, this group showed significant changes with respect to measures of verbal fluency. Toward this, however, while this condition supports the contention that aerobic exercise shows benefits to certain measures of executive function, a more appropriate control may be a no-contact control via a wait-list condition. Future work may consider the inclusion of such a group. The present study is also limited in its time course. Other studies were able to find significant changes with a longer 6-month cognitive training intervention. In future studies, a longer time course might demonstrate more significant findings related to cognitive training in isolation. Future inquiries into the effect of aerobic and cognitive interventions can further explore imaging to shed light on the physiological mechanisms.

In summary, the deleterious effect of aging and its impact on cognitive status, mobility, and independence are well established. As the population continues to age, these issues and efforts aimed at remediation will only become more important. Herein, we aimed to examine whether cognitive training could be impactful and if the impact could be potentiated with aerobic exercise. The findings demonstrate a relatively low beneficial impact of cognitive training alone but add to the robust and undeniable systematic benefit of exercise. This study was performed with healthy adults but the impact of aerobic exercise could be even greater in populations with cognitive impairment and warrants further study.
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